ON THE SHARPEST END OF
UNEXPECTED EVENTS
Dr. Rich Gasaway

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
This training program focuses on helping your workers improve
situational awareness and high-risk decision making during periods of
high vulnerability. In day-to-day operations, your workers need to know
how to develop and maintain situational awareness and how to use
situational awareness as the foundation for their good decision making.
But during periods of high vulnerability, well-developed situational
awareness, used as the foundation for making high-risk decisions,
can reduce — or prevent — workplace casualties, reduce damage
to assets and the environment and help reduce the exposure of the
organization to expensive litigation and fines that can result from
poor decision making.
During periods of high vulnerability, well-developed situational
awareness establishes a strong foundation for making high-risk
decisions and can reduce
> Low Frequency
> High Risk
> High Stress
> Rapidly Changing Conditions
> Fast Decision Making
> High Consequence Potential

OBJECTIVES
This training program will help your organization and workers:
> Identify periods of high vulnerability that create risk for worker
safety and for the organization.
> Ensure workers have the knowledge, skills and abilities to
develop and maintain strong situational awareness.
> Provide tips and best practices for improving high-risk decision
making
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> Reduce near-misses and mishaps.
> Help the organization reduce exposure to litigation and fines
that can result when workers make poor decisions.

ABOUT DR. GASAWAY
Drawing on his experience from over three
decades in the fire service, Dr. Rich Gasaway
help organizations improve worker safety
by ensuring team members understand
how to develop and maintain situational
awareness while working in high-stress,
high-consequence, time-compressed
environments.
Rich Gasaway helps organizations identify opportunities to improve
high-risk decision making outcomes and implement strategies that
help team members improve critical thinking and resilient problem
solving skills.
As a result of his work, managers, supervisors and trainers often
share with him their team members are better equipped to develop
and maintain situational awareness and they make better decisions in
high-stress, high-consequence, time-compressed environments.
Dr. Gasaway is a published author of books and articles that are used
as a resource for government and industry clients. He has served
several government agencies include NASA, the US Department of
Homeland Security, and the US Department of Defense. He has also
worked with Exxon/Mobil, Syncrude Oil Refinery, Suncor, Canadian
Natural Resources Limited, Nuclear Fuel Services
For more information or to book Dr. Gasaway, contact the Safety
Institute:
Email: info@safetyinstitute.com
Phone: 800-259-6209
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